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Savvy Tip for Success

September's Student Tip:
“Time Management is so essential to success in your studies.”
-Saeed, Walden Student

Share your tip and it could be featured in an upcoming issue of the ASC’s Savvy Student Newsletter.

CAEX Courses & Workshops

Register today for the Fall Quarter Second Start & Fall Semester Second Start CAEX Doctoral Writing Workshops!

Fall Quarter 2 (9.10.2018)
Fall Semester 2 (9.4.2018)

All six Doctoral Writing Workshops!
- WCSS 8010/8015: Doctoral Writing Workshop: Editing the Proposal
- WCSS 8020/8025: Doctoral Writing Workshop: Revising and Editing the Introduction
- WCSS 8030/8035: Doctoral Writing Workshop: Revising and Editing the Literature Review
- WCSS 8040/8045: Doctoral Writing Workshop: Revising and Editing the Methods Section
- WCSS 8055: Doctoral Writing Workshop: Revising and Editing the Postproposal Sections

2018 Using your Skills for Social Change Virtual Conference

Keynote Speaker:
Bill Schulz, Founder and Interim Director of the Center for Social Change
Visit our Adobe Connect registration page to register for this keynote address

Synthesizing Research to Impact Social Change
Presented by Elizabeth Rudano, Dr. Donna Brackin, & Dr. Rebecca Curtis (CSBS)
Visit our Adobe Connect registration page to register

Polarities of Democracy: The Role of Theory in Effecting Social Change by Scholar-Practitioners
Presented by Suzanne Raedl & Dr. William Bennett
Visit our Adobe Connect registration page to register

Comfort During Chaos: Applying Skills to the Service of Others Exposed to Tragedy
Presented by Michelle Vincent, Michael Smith, & Dr. Kimberley Cox (CSBS)
Visit our Adobe Connect registration page to register

Crisis Management: Uncovering the Fourth Component of Student Success and Persistence
Presented by Athea Vanzant, Alvenetta Wilson, & Dr. Tina Pitt (COEL)
Visit our Adobe Connect registration page to register

Social Change Networking Hour
Presented by Career Services Center
Visit our Adobe Connect registration page to register

Editor’s Corner

On October 4, 2018, your Academic Skills Center is hosting its annual virtual conference. This year we are collaborating with the Center for Social Change and Career Services to present our Using your Skills for Social Change Conference.

Each of the 4 presentations is led by a student and faculty team shown above. We encourage you to register early!
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